Effect of Reduced Tube Voltage on Diagnostic Accuracy of CT Colonography.
The normal tube voltage in computed tomography colonography (CTC) is 120 kV. Some reports indicate that the use of a low tube voltage (lower than 120 kV) technique plays a significant role in reduction of radiation dose. However, to determine whether a lower tube voltage can reduce radiation dose without compromising diagnostic accuracy, an evaluation of images that are obtained while maintaining the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol) is required. This study investigated the effect of reduced tube voltage in CTC, without modifying radiation dose (i.e. constant CTDIvol), on image quality. Evaluation of image quality involved the shape of the noise power spectrum, surface profiling with volume rendering (VR), and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The shape of the noise power spectrum obtained with a tube voltage of 80 kV and 100 kV was not similar to the one produced with a tube voltage of 120 kV. Moreover, a higher standard deviation was observed on volume-rendered images that were generated using the reduced tube voltages. In addition, ROC analysis revealed a statistically significant drop in diagnostic accuracy with reduced tube voltage, revealing that the modification of tube voltage affects volume-rendered images. The results of this study suggest that reduction of tube voltage in CTC, so as to reduce radiation dose, affects image quality and diagnostic accuracy.